The history of German trade with the Faroe Islands is not well understood. Hardly any written sources of the medieval and early post-medieval period from Faroe have survived and the documents in the archives in Bremen and Hamburg, the two major centres for the German trade with the North Atlantic, rarely mention the Faroes. Direct German trade with the Faroe Islands is documented for the first time in 1416, but other written documents strongly indicate an earlier Hanseatic interest in the Faroes. Hanseatic control over Scandinavian trade increased during the fourteenth century. German merchants held priviledged trading rights in Norway. The access to wider markets in Europe, which was provided by the Hanseatic merchants, made dried fish the largest export from northern Scandinavia. The export from Iceland of stockfish is documented in the mid-fourteenth century and, because of the lack of written sources regarding the situation in the Faroes, it is assumed that a shift from cloth, which had been the main export product, to fish also happened in the Faroes in this period. During the fifteenth century German merchants increased their activity in the North Atlantic at the expense of English fishermen, and the Dutch also made their appearance. We can suggest that a more regular trade with the islands was established during the latter half of the fifteenth century. In the early 1530s Frederik I of Denmark-Norway (1471–1533) enfeoffed the Hamburg merchant Thomas Koppen with the Faroe Islands, resulting in Koppen’s trade monopoly. He was a councilor of Hamburg and a leading figure in the spread of the Reformation there and subsequently he played a major role in the spread of the Reformation in Faroe. Thomas Koppen was the key figure in the fight between King Christian III and the Hamburg merchants against Christopher Count of Oldenburg, Schleswig-Holstein, and the Lübeck merchants. Furthermore, Koppen served as the king’s man in his struggle against the Faroese bishop for the church’s posessions in the islands during the Reformation, and apparently he prepared the way for this radical religious and social change in the Faroes. It was not until 1709 that the Danish king took over the trade and a broader Faroese Trade Monopoly started.
Remains of German trading activities in Tórshavn

Several archaeological excavations have been carried out in Tórshavn during the last twenty-five or thirty years at Tinganes, the peninsula that divides the harbour into the eastern and western bay (Fig. 1). The place-name indicates that this had been the assembly site of the islands ever since the islands were first settled – first of the alting, later the løgting (the Lawthing). This was the main centre for the public authorities – the secular powers and, after the Reformation, also the ecclesiastical authorities. This was also the centre for commerce and trade. The trade of the islands was for shorter and longer periods under different circumstances held or enfeoffed to foreign merchants and others interested. Under the trade monopoly people were not allowed to exchange goods wherever they wanted to. They had to travel to Tórshavn from the villages spread around the islands at certain times of the year to trade and to attend the gathering of the løgting which was held a couple of days during the summer period.

Archaeological excavations in Tórshavn have all been carried out as rescue works, especially during the 1980s and 1990s when much construction work was done in developing the public offices in the old buildings located at the tip of the Tinganes peninsula. Many of the investigations were done as trenches; only rarely was it possible to investigate larger coherent areas. An exception was the vicars’ seventeenth-century residence called Reynagarður. However, the archaeological investigations over the years have produced clear evidence of contacts the locals had with the outside world. A great amount of the archaeological material derived from the period when Germans are supposed to have been active in the Faroes. Rhenish stoneware fragments, including Siegburg, Raeren and Westerwald sherds, and fragments from stove tiles found at Tinganes can clearly be attributed to and reflect the contacts with the outside world, particularly Scandinavia and the Continent. However, whether this material can be seen as a direct evidence of contacts with German merchants remains uncertain. Therefore we have to ask how we can approach this question in some other way and whether the presence of German traders in Tórshavn can be identified with any certainty. One way is to look for physical evidence of maritime activity at the site. It is striking that one characteristic feature seen at Tinganes are the iron rings that are preserved along the coast, rings that have been used for mooring ships and vessels close to land from where the goods could be transported to the storehouses. The natural conditions in the harbour at Tórshavn were not good, and therefore many of the ships had to be moored off the coast using iron chains attached to such rings. The goods had to be freighted to land by smaller boats or lighters, a practice which continued up to quite recent times. However, ships were also able to lie alongside the shore loading or unloading cargo at the crane or derrick on the shore – the so-called Vippa, the Seesaw, which still is preserved in situ (Fig. 2).

Unfortunately, no medieval written sources refer to Hanseatic activity on Tinganes, but from sixteenth-century sources it is apparent that warehouses existed there and had done so for years. These sources refer to buildings or warehouses which belonged to the Royal Monopoly. According to Lucas Debes (1623–1675), the dean who arrived in the Faroes in 1651 and who drew upon oral tradition, Hamburg merchants were the first to have their warehouse here and after them came traders from Bergen. In an earlier paper I had come to the conclusion that we do not know where the Hanseatic warehouse was located at Tinganes: no traces of a Hanseatic building had been identified there, due to the fact that the area apparently has been
heavily disturbed and redeveloped many times. We also have to take into account the great fire that ravaged the area on 30 January 1673 when the turret of the fort, Lítli Skansi, containing the gunpowder exploded and almost all the buildings belonging to the Trade Monopoly burnt down, even the krambod (shop), the Landskyldbod (the land dues booth) or Købmandens Landskyldbod, as it is named in written records (i.e. the merchants’ or the trading post manager’s booth) – not to be mistaken for the Kongens Landskyldbod or Hans Majestæts Landskyldbod, the King’s or His Majesty’s Landskyldbod – the merchants’ dwellings, three log-buildings and the cooperage. In spite of this immense fire, Hans Majestæts Landskyldbod (royal rent collection booth) – in Faroese called the Leigubúðin – the Munkastovan (monks’ dwelling), the school, the church and the vicars’ buildings, Reynagarður, all located further uphill on the peninsula, escaped the fire.

Let us now turn to the physical remains on Tinganes that escaped the fire, to consider whether any of those may have been part of the trading station of the preceding period. It is possible that buildings made of timber, a relatively perishable material in the humid Faroese climate, may have been lost since the accident. Equally, it is also possible that some of these buildings may have been so substantial in their constructions that they are to be found amongst the historical remains still visible on the peninsula. Potential candidates amongst the still-standing buildings at Tinganes are those known as the Munkastovan and the Leigubúðin, which differ from the other buildings.

The Munkastovan and the Leigubúðin

The building that bears the popular name Munkastovan has always attracted great attention, not least for its architecture and date. In contrast to the other buildings at Tinganes, this is a wooden construction resting on a basement made of stone and lime-mortar formed from burned sea shells, a building technique that in the Faroes only has a parallel at the medieval bishopric in the village of Kirkjubøur located on the western coast of the island of Streymoy, the neighboring village of Tórshavn (Fig. 3).

Today Munkastovan appears as a 7.5 m long and 5–6 m wide structure orientated east to west. It has always been regarded as a two-storey building with a light wooden roof raised in 1705 sitting on plastered stone walls 1–1.5 m broad. The southern wall is rendered with a thick layer of plaster and seems to be rebuilt. The windows sit in the wooden parts of that wall and are obviously of more recent origin. The western wall seems to be rebuilt. In 1732 the building consisted of a basement on top of which were two storeys, measuring 4.39 m by 5.65 m (7 by 9 Danish ells), with one sitting room and a kitchen on each floor. On the outside there was a staircase leading to both floors. The Leigubúðin is attached to its eastern gable end, and a warehouse, named Skibsteds Pakhus was added in 1899 to the western gable end.

The Leigubúðin or Landskyldboden, as it is named in the Danish written records, measures 15.5 m by 5 m internally. The width varies by half a metre, though it is broadest in the western end. These measures are in accordance with the written records from 1709. The wooden building, erected on a basement of stone and...
lime mortar, was constructed in 1732. Originally, this building had just one floor, the stone basement with a wooden roof on top. There were two rooms in this stone building with wooden panels and floor. Because of humidity problems caused by water seeping in from the churchyard on the northern side of the building, a wooden floor was built in 1732 on top of the basement. This was for commodities that had to be kept in dry storage, while the basement was used for barrels and wet commodities.

Archaeological investigations in 1988 directed by the present writer established that Munkastovan was originally a building of more impressive dimensions. It was demonstrated that the northern wall, erected of larger stones laid in a locally produced mortar named skilp, continues towards east below the wooden Leigubúðin, which, as previously mentioned, continues east of the gable end of Munkastovan (Fig. 4). This implies that the base sill of Leigubúðin, at least on the northern side, is founded on the northern stone wall of Munkastovan. This information is crucial as it proves that Munkastovan was a somewhat larger building than it appears today, with a length of at least 12 m. How much further towards east the stone wall goes is unclear because of the limits of the excavated area on the northern side. Information regarding the original extent of the building has to await future investigations of the masonry and the ground.

In 2004 an archaeological excavation was undertaken in the basement of Leigubúðin. A stone pavement was exposed with traces indicating a possible division of the basement into several separate rooms. Furthermore, there were timber constructions of quite considerable dimensions arranged vertically along the inside of the stone walls. The investigations indicate that this may have been a warehouse.

The question arises whether Munkastovan and Leigubúðin originally may have been one large building. If so, an apparently monumental 23 m long stone building was placed across the Tinganes peninsula, demarcating the churchyard towards south, and with its western gable-end placed close to the sea at Skinnaraskerð, the skinners’ rock. Interestingly, the water between the rock and the Tinganes peninsula is named Punthavn, ‘punt’ referring to a point, so that the name may be translated as ‘the harbour at the point’. The same name is also found close to the site of Krambatanga on Suðuroy, a site that is discussed in more detail below. However, the sea here is quite shallow, so the suitability for loading and unloading cargo...
may not have been the best if the conditions have not changed since the Middle Ages (Fig. 5).

It has not been possible so far to date Munkastovan. The first evidence of the name Munkastovan is recorded in 1670, though there are indications of the name back in 1619. The construction of the stone walls indicates that the building may be older than most or, indeed, any other of the standing buildings at Tinganes. Its closest parallels are to be found amongst the buildings of stones laid in lime mortar at the site of the medieval episcopal see in Kirkjubøur, especially the small church named Likhús. That church was apparently under construction in the 1420s. A dating of the building to the late or even the high Middle Ages therefore is highly possible, though this needs to be verified through future investigations, such as through dendrodating of the wooden constructions in the basement.

Another relevant question is who erected the building and for what purpose? This question has often been touched upon, most recently when the aforementioned investigation was presented in a chapter in a book on Tórshavn’s history and in a master’s thesis. According to local narratives, Munkastovan was the storage for commodities that belonged to the bishops, when they were off-loaded. However, this connection may be due to the building’s unusual appearance and building technique. In 1673 Lucas Debes informs us that by then Munkastovan was an old building used as the merchants’ or the trading post manager’s warehouse, while Leigubúðin was the king’s Landskyldbod (land dues booth). In fact, these functions may not have always been so, but may have changed over time. It is striking, however, that Munkastovan is not mentioned in written records until 1670. This could be due to the fact that the building was not used by the landfoged (the administrative officer), nor the merchants until sometime between 1620 and 1670. Here we have to keep in mind that the records in question only comprise buildings that belonged to these persons. Therefore, this opens up the possibility that the merchants may not have taken over the Munkastovan building which until then belonged to a third party.

It seems reasonable to consider whether this building, with its striking appearance differing from the rest of the buildings at Tinganes, and its very individual appearance in the wider contemporary environment, may have had its origin in the activity of the Germans in town. Indeed, could this building have served as the main office of the Germans in the Faroes? The building is of such considerable dimensions, 23 m by 5–6 m, that it may very well have served as a dwelling, as well as a warehouse, and it may have been in use both summer and winter. Overwintering was prohibited, but at least in Iceland, exceptions granted by the local authorities are known.

Compared to German buildings in Shetland, the so-called böds, it is apparent that we find similar stone buildings representing this activity, although much smaller in size, in the so-called Bremen böd in Symbister on Whalsey and the early building at Busta House on western Mainland. These two buildings have even had small harbours connected to them, an arrangement which may have been true at Tinganes as well. Anyway, these examples and others too show that the Germans were not unfamiliar with this type of architecture in the North Atlantic. But, a final resolution regarding Munkastova and Leigubúðin, their appearance, construction, size and furnishing,
has to await a thorough building and archaeological investigation.

A possible trading station at á Krambatanga, Suðuroy

In August 1952 Sverri Dahl (1910–1987), the then state antiquarian and director of the National Museum of the Faroes, Føroya Fornminnissavn, carried out a minor investigation at a site called á Krambatanga by the fjord Trongsivágsfjørður on the southernmost island of the Faroes, Suðuroy (see Fig. 1). The archaeological material which was revealed during this investigation has actually never received much attention, at least not as much as it may deserve. Until quite recently it has just been gathering dust in the storage of the museum in Tórshavn.30

Trongsivágsfjørður is the deepest fjord in the Faroes (Fig. 6). Towards the centre of the southern arm of the fjord, in the outfield of the village of Øravík, is a site called Gálgatangi, the gallows’ tongue or point. Furthermore, at Gálgatangi there are the names Innarigálgi, the inner gallows, referring to the direction in relation to the fjord, and Heimarigálgi, the nearer gallows, referring to its position in relation to the village of Øravík. Along the coast further into the fjord is first Byrgishavn, the harbour of the byrgi or enclosure, which is marked by a stone-turf dyke crossing the point at Gálgatangi, fencing it in for special agricultural purposes. Next to it is Punthavn, the harbour at the point, a name which was noted during the discussion of Munkastovan at Tinganes in Tórshavn. Then comes Krambatanger, meaning the headland with booth or shop.

According to local tradition the Hanse and/or the Dutch had a krambod, a shop or a booth, on this site, hence the placename, Krambatangi. It is, however, uncertain when this happened, though, some hundred years ago is suggested. Interestingly, oral tradition has it that these people also dried fish at the site. This well-protected site has a fine little natural harbour, very suitable for larger vessels than the traditional Faroese boat (Fig. 7). The location and its surroundings are not only referred to in oral tradition, but often occur in written records from the late sixteenth century onwards. Different authors in the seventeenth century write that the bays by the fjord of Trongsivágur are excellent places for boats to be laid up for the winter.31 Lucas Debes describes the local circumstances as ‘...quite well inside the fjord is a very good harbour, named Punthavn; also a holm in between and the shore, where the ship can be moored with ropes, and a plank on which it is possible to enter the shore. Further, the fjord is a good summer haven’.32

The situation was the same in 1709 when the possibility of placing a department of the recently established Royal Monopoly in Tórshavn on Suðuroy was assessed. It was then stated that the location, where, it was said, there was a shop a long time ago, is the best harbour in the islands. Because of the long distance to the main station in Tórshavn, the site was very vulnerable to foreign raids by sea and these plans were cancelled by the royal commission dealing with these issues.33 Later writers mention a shop here, and they all place it by the Punthavn, which apparently may have been a joint term for all the area along the coast. Therefore, it is obvious that the local people for centuries have been aware of that at one time some kind of activity took place at this site, apparently commerce, but when this activity took place has been difficult to confirm.

The discovery of a certain artefact provided further confirmation of this. In May or June 1913 an elaborate wooden 47 cm long figure of Christ, once part of a crucifix and apparently a seventeenth-century Dutch piece of art, was found by chance during the collection of stones for ballast at the beach just west of the site of Krambatangi (Fig. 8).34 This was taken as an indication of the foreign activity in the area, seemingly verifying the legends and oral traditions.

How long the site had been frequented by German and/or Dutch merchants, and when it was founded, are uncertain. Some are of the opinion that in 1656 trade stopped at Krambatangi when the Icelandic Company established a new trading station nearby.35 However, there is no known primary evidence for this, though it is obvious that activity took place at this period to provide a supply of goods to the island of Suðuroy.

Today the site is clearly visible as a ruin or structure consisting of a grass-grown mound. The ruin had been damaged previously, in 1932 when the shipowner and merchant in Tvøroyri, Tummas Thomsen, built a storehouse on the opposite side of the fjord. On that occasion fragments of redware pottery were found. Again, in 1944, when another owner of the site, a local boatbuilder Viggo Mortensen, made a passageway for a new-built boat, some forty yellow bricks were found together with other things as well. Finally, in 1952, the boatbuilder had to widen the passageway which was cut right through the ruin again revealing artefacts, such as a fragmented lead bullet or weight, a piece of cedony and some small opals. The National Museum in Tórshavn was informed and Sverri Dahl, the State
Fig. 6. Aerial photo of the southern arm of the fjord of Trongisvágsfjøður with the site of Krambatangi and place names in that area marked (illustration: Helgi D. Michelsen).

Fig. 7. Á Krambatanga, the site of a German and Dutch trading station (photo: Símun V. Arge, 2008).
Antiquarian, got the opportunity to undertake a minor excavation from 11.–23. September of that year, revealing a ruined building and a few artefacts. The building that came to light was some 10 m long and 4 m wide and had 1–1.5 m broad walls built of stone and gravel, preserved to a height of 0.5 m. The 1944 boat passageway runs through the centre of the building. The floor of the building consisted of wooden planks over a stonebase. Clearly, there were other structures attached to the building, but they were neither excavated nor interpreted.

The excavation provided only a small number of artefacts. Amongst them were four bars of schist for the preparation of whetstones, two fragments of gunflint and two lead bullets, one of them having been fired. Eight large brick fragments had been found by earlier activity at the site. Three ceramic fragments were also found, two of them coming from redware pots with brownish glaze, and one fragment of a fine and small slipware bowl of Werra Ware, showing the date 16[...].

The production of Werra Ware in Germany came to an end during the Thirty Years War (1618–1648) and it is thus justifiable to date the fragment to the first half of the seventeenth century. The most interesting find is probably a complete touchstone used for assaying precious metal alloys, mostly gold and silver. Geologically, it is a so-called mudstone. It has a finely grained surface on which soft metals leave a visible trace, as can be seen with the scratch marks on three of its sides. All of those finds are evidence of trade at the site. None of the artefacts is made of an indigenous raw material and all are imported. The schist bars most likely originate in Norway. During the late medieval and early modern period, this kind of raw material was part of the multilateral Hanse trade, the bars being bought by Hanseatic merchants and then distributed further. The pottery fragments are difficult to interpret. The origin of the redware fragments is not known exactly, but it is most likely that they were produced in either Denmark, Northern Germany or the Netherlands. Werra Ware was exported from the Werra area in present Lower Saxony, Germany, to the Netherlands in great quantities, and the bowl could thus have been transported to the Faroes by either the Germans or the Dutch. The brick fragments could be of Dutch or German origin. The occurrence of a touchstone at the site is truly remarkable. It is a merchant’s tool, often carried in a bag or purse at the belt, sometimes fastened in a sheath. Its origin and date are unknown but it must have belonged to a merchant who used it for assaying the metal value of coins he got in exchange for his goods.

With the exception of the Werra Ware and redware fragments, all other artefacts are hard to date. However, they point to a main occupation period of the sixteenth and seventeenth century; the sixteenth century being the main period of the German activities on the Faroe islands, and the lead bullets could be witnesses of the many pirate raids to which the trading site, according to local legends, was exposed during its existence. We need to bear in mind, however, that the excavation from 1952 apparently uncovered only the occupation layers from the latest use of the warehouse. Thus, the construction date of the building and the first phase of use still needs to be verified and investigated by further excavation. A trading place consisting of one or two buildings only, might seem unusual, but many German trading stations in Iceland and Shetland were of the same size. The buildings operated only in the summer during trading season and were mostly used as warehouses while the crew stayed on the ship.

Further remains deriving from the trading activity on the site are still visible in the surroundings. On the site, as well as on a small holm just off the coast,
Therefore, the location at Krambatangi is quite characteristic and it has been dealt with in earlier work. 42

Other archaeological remains and place names

Apart from the two previously mentioned localities we have to accept that archaeologically there does not seem much left for us to build upon. Though, we have to recognize that we have not traced possible remains which might derive from German activities by a systematic survey of the landscape with this purpose in mind. From the evidence in the neighbouring areas in the North Atlantic, one would expect to find widespread remains from this activity in the islands. The encouraging results from investigations made in Shetland and especially from Iceland through studying evidence other than historical and archaeological sources, is that from certain types of place-names, we may be able to approach the issue regarding foreign-related activity in the Faroe landscape as well. 43 Investigations of the Faroese place-name material regarding the issue has so far only been touched upon. Briefly, I will draw attention to one special place-name element that marks itself out from others, that of –búð (Engl. booth). The place-name, Krambatangi, earlier referred to in this paper, comprises the element –ba. Apparently, this element derives from the word –bod, in Faroese –búð, which is why the interpretation of Krambúðartangi means ‘the headland with the shop’. We find the same element in words like í Búðunum within the town of Klaksvík, but interestingly, according to local legends the Dutch stayed at the site sometime in history. 44

It is worth noting another site with the same name í Búðunum, also called Háelendingabúðir, ‘the booths of the Dutch’, located in the outfield by the coast a few kilometres south of the village of Haraldssund on Kunoy, the neighbouring island of the aforementioned Borðoy (see Fig. 1). There are visible remains of at least two ruins, as well as stone-dykes at the site. As the site has neither been surveyed, nor investigated, it is difficult to interpret and even now there are remains, both those still visible, as well as those perhaps hidden below the grass. Local legends has it that the Dutch lived here. 45 Another explanation of the word is that Dutch merchants who conducted illicit traffic lived at the site in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 46 and yet another explains the word by referring to the same local legend as the one mentioned above pointing to the Dutch, though the explanation in that case is that this is a deserted farm site. 47

Is it possible that the place-name really indicates the presence of Dutch merchants at the site, or are they quite simply derived from an abolished medieval farm? 48 In favour of the first interpretation is its location in the outfield and that there apparently is no real infield attached to the site, though some kind of cultivation may have taken place close to the ruins. Further, here there are no place-names indicating a seasonal settlement, such as the Viking –argi/–ergi. 49 On the other hand, the site is not connected to the assembly activities in that area as we have noted both on Suðuroy and in Tórshavn, so the function of the site remains unclear until the site has been investigated properly. This location quite clearly is a subject for closer investigation regarding the activities of the Hanse in the Faroes.

We have noted that the place-name element –búð is sometimes attached to commercial activity. But we also have to be aware that this name element frequently occurs as a name of a house at a traditional farm or even of a farm itself, that is in an agrarian context, as in names like uppi í Búð, niðri í Búð, innar í Búð’ or í Búðini.

Discussion

In the light of the progress of the Germans during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries with their expanding commercial interests in the North Atlantic region, it is worth noting another site with the same name í Búðunum, also called Háelendingabúðir, ‘the booths of the Dutch’, located in the outfield by the coast a few kilometres south of the village of Haraldssund on Kunoy, the neighbouring island of the aforementioned Borðoy (see Fig. 1). There are visible remains of at least two ruins, as well as stone-dykes at the site. As the site has neither been surveyed, nor investigated, it is difficult to interpret and even now there are remains, both those still visible, as well as those perhaps hidden below the grass. Local legends has it that the Dutch lived here. 45 Another explanation of the word is that Dutch merchants who conducted illicit traffic lived at the site in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 46 and yet another explains the word by referring to the same local legend as the one mentioned above pointing to the Dutch, though the explanation in that case is that this is a deserted farm site. 47

Is it possible that the place-name really indicates the presence of Dutch merchants at the site, or are they quite simply derived from an abolished medieval farm? 48 In favour of the first interpretation is its location in the outfield and that there apparently is no real infield attached to the site, though some kind of cultivation may have taken place close to the ruins. Further, here there are no place-names indicating a seasonal settlement, such as the Viking –argi/–ergi. 49 On the other hand, the site is not connected to the assembly activities in that area as we have noted both on Suðuroy and in Tórshavn, so the function of the site remains unclear until the site has been investigated properly. This location quite clearly is a subject for closer investigation regarding the activities of the Hanse in the Faroes.

We have noted that the place-name element –búð is sometimes attached to commercial activity. But we also have to be aware that this name element frequently occurs as a name of a house at a traditional farm or even of a farm itself, that is in an agrarian context, as in names like uppi í Búð, niðri í Búð, innar í Búð’ or í Búðini.

Discussion

In the light of the progress of the Germans during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries with their expanding commercial interests in the North Atlantic region.
and the lack of written sources, the importance of the archaeological evidence from this period for the Faroes is clear. According to the Faroese archaeological record from the High and Late Medieval Period, the inhabitants were reliant to a great extent on imported goods implying foreign contacts. Some of the goods had to be imported because they were made of raw materials that quite simply did not exist on the Faroes. Typically, these were made of different types of schist, such equipment and domestic goods as hones of mica and clay slate, vessels of steatite of different sizes, as well as the typical baking plates of a schistose soapstone. All of these seem to have been produced in Norway during the Medieval Period. Here we also can add the import of querns of a soft mica shist apparently from western Norway. Further, ceramics have been found that have their origin on the European continent, such as types as Paffrath and Andenne. Later, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we find lots of household products, domestic table wares which in our neighbouring countries are characteristic of the Renaissance and the post-Reformation period, such as the well-known decorated red glazed earthenware, as well as stoneware vessels. These may have been produced in Scandinavia, as well as in northern Germany. As timber for building purposes did not grow locally, we may expect that a great amount of timber must have been imported during the period in question, as it had been earlier. Iron objects are quite frequently found during archaeological excavations, most of which must be expected to be imported, though local smithings seem to have been a regular craft and, even though our knowledge regarding possible local iron extraction is limited, the constant need of iron is clearly evident in post-medieval written sources.

As mentioned earlier, many of these wares are imported from Norway. Further, it is supposed that during this period in question the wares have reached the Faroes from the city of Bergen, though we in the later part of this period may expect imports from Copenhagen and Germany, and that they may have been stored in warehouses built for that purpose at Tinganes where we may imagine that the importers and merchants – probably Germans – stayed. Later, the wares have been purchased and spread to the farms around the islands who had a need and a demand, as well as proper financial surpluses for purchasing these goods. A good example from an agrarian environment in this respect is the site of í Uppistovubeitinum in the village of Leirvík, Eysturoy. The site is characterized as a normal farm mound covering settlement remains and cultural layers mainly from early Middle Ages and into the fourteenth century. Here, the archaeological record indicates a large number of imported goods, such as ceramics produced in Paffrath and Andenne, and bone combs.

A great amount of Renaissance material has been found at Tinganes. Though we here observe modern trends in the goods, it is difficult on the material available to decide whether it has been imported by German merchants or by other commercial activity. As has been seen in other locations in Scandinavia and on the continent where German merchants were present, the Germans very well may have been innovators in the use of these wares, and set the trends in Tórshavn creating an urban environment in the capital and secular centre of this small island-community, with a population size of around 4000 around the year 1600, with commodities that were up-to-date for that time.

In addition to a main German trading station in the capital, there may have been a need for other trading stations, namely in the south and in the north. Here Krambatangi on Suðuroy and another one at í Búðurnum on Borðoy, now Klaksvík, would make sense. These places are far away from Tórshavn, and after all in Shetland the Germans got their trading licences in various places in order to supply the local population.

Another location where an urban environment could be expected during the same period is at the bishop’s residence in Kirkjubøur, the neighbouring village of Tórshavn. It is usually named as the ecclesiastical and cultural centre of the islands with both ecclesiastical and secular contacts on the continent. The great building activities at the medieval bishopric in Kirkjubøur during the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, where buildings, three churches as well as the bishop’s residence were erected of stones laid in lime mortar, which was in strong contrast to the local traditional wooden architecture, and has in recent years been interpreted as a result of the bishops’ engagement in commercial affairs on the Faroes. An explanation of this might be found in the great European economic interests in the rich fish resources in the waters around the Faroes in which the Hanse, no doubt, were interested. The fact that the measuring units and calculation system also changed during this period has been seen as the result of foreign commercial influence from the North Sea region indicating a change in the main export products from agricultural products to fish products. But how large the roles of the bishops were compared to the merchants living in Tórshavn is impossible to determine based on the sources at hand.
So far, the written records have not been very informative regarding these matters. Different kinds of foreign impact in Faroese medieval society have been stressed elsewhere. These included issues, such as Nordic and European church politics and politics in general from the period we are dealing with here. This makes us see a growing clerical commercial interest, in the installation of German bishops on the Faroe Islands during this period. However, this period has so far only briefly been considered by historians and archaeologists.60

It has not been possible to obtain information from the archaeological material that was found during the Norwegian-Danish-Faroese excavations 1953–1955 in Kirkjubøur, simply because it has never been analysed. Besides providing an insight into the local society, an analysis of the material would give information regarding the daily life and probably also commercial activities, elucidating the question of the involvement of the bishops. My personal feeling is that the material is characterized by artefacts representative of the Renaissance and post-Reformation, that is by lead glazed earthenware stove tiles, more than those of the medieval period. To gain a better understanding of the bishops’ role in the trade of the Faroes compared to that of the merchants’ with their domicile in Tórshavn, the archaeological material found in Kirkjubøur needs to be analysed. Besides that, we need a critical examination of the relationship between the contemporary neighbouring centres, the secular Tórshavn and the ecclesiastical Kirkjubøur in the late medieval period and the time around the Reformation.

As may be evident, it is not an easy task to decide whether the presence of certain imported artefacts or goods in the Faroes are due to the contact with German merchants. Other circumstances may have played a role. But you can hardly have any hope to find such a palpable example as the small wooden late Gothic crucifix in the church in the village of Viðareiði on the northerly island of Borðoy (Fig. 9). On the crucifix is painted ‘Thomas Koppen 1551’, that Hamburg merchant who held a trading monopoly with the Faroes in the first half of the sixteenth century (mentioned above). The crucifix is probably a gift to the church, obviously in the hope of maintaining good relationships with the Almighty.

Note: After the submission of this manuscript five samples from the wooden construction in the basement of the Leigubúðin have not been evaluated and discussed in a building-archaeological context. Until then I stick to my considerations expressed in the text regarding the masonry in the northern wall of the Munkastovan/Leigubúðin observed during the archaeological investigations in 1988.

The dating was undertaken by Thomas Seip Bartholin in 2016 within a dendro-project regarding some of the older buildings at Tinganes, Tórshavn, and at the Medieval bishopric in Kirkjubøur. (J.no.: NNU A9086. Dendrokronologisk undersøgelse: LEIGUBUDIN, Tinganes, Tórshavn. Foreløbig rapport. 13.11.2016 – Thomas Seip Bartholin).
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